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The Fibonacci Sequence
What is the Fibonacci Sequence
The Fibonacci Sequence is a series of numbers with a specific pattern. The pattern includes each new number as the sum of the
previous two. If you were to start at zero the sequence would be as follows:
0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, 89, 144, 233, 377, 610, 987, 1597...
The sequence of numbers could go on indefinitely. You might think that this sequence is only applicable to
mathmatics however, I will introduce you to the world of the Fabonacci Sequence in design and how to utilize it.

What is the golden ratio
The Golden Ratio is best known as the proportions 1:1.618. This ratio is acquired from the Fibonacci Sequence. The greeks
developed the Golden Ratio to better help people understand the difference between any two numbers within the sequence.
The Ratio is not always exact when being compared to the Fibonacci Sequence but does come very close in most instances.
When associating the Fibonacci Sequence with design you can create a golden rectangle. To create a rectangle with golden
proportions you can start with a width of 1000 pixels and divide it by 1.618 giving you a height of 618.
Next, you add a 618 x 618 square on the the right side of you document.
This will leave you with a 382 x 618 rectangle on the left side. This happens
to be another golden rectangle! If you take this new rectangle and create
another sqare inside of it you will end up with another golden rectangle.
You can keep repeating this sequence indefinitely or until you have run
out of room.

the golden ratio in design
Building graphics around the Fibonacci Sequence or Golden Rectangle takes some time to perfect. Any designer can use it as a
guideline when creating new designs or to make enhancements to already created designs. The idea behind the golden ratio in
design is to point out the best parts of your template and create visually appealing designs. However, this doesn’t mean that all
great designs have to follow the golden ratio. There are many instances in nature that follow the sequence but there also many
that do not. I have included a couple of examples that can follow the sequence in nature and one that might not. In design the
sequence can be very subjective, and any person may or may not see the Fibonacci Sequence in that given design.

Typography
It is natural for designers to choose things that excite them or things they are passionate about. However, to much excitement in a
design can overwhelm your audience. The Fibonacci Sequence is a good tool when trying to manage and divide space. Spacing is
a key component and essential when holding together a design.
When looking at the sequence itself it is good to consider these numbers as parts of your design. Think of the smaller range of
numbers as you decide your font sizes, line heights, and margins. The higher range of numbers can decide column and row widths
along with other sections of your template. Below I have included an example of using this squence to select font size for the
header and paragraph.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet

12 pt

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut
wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis autem vel eum iriure
dolor in hendrerit in vulputate velit esse molestie consequat, vel illum dolore eu feugiat nulla facilisis at vero eros et accumsan et iusto odio dignissim qui
blandit praesent luptatum zzril delenit augue duis dolore te feugait nulla facilisi.
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The Fibonacci Sequence
Sizing and cropping images
The Fibonnaci Sequence can also have an impact when sizing and cropping images. An easy way to integrate the golden ratio
into a design is to crop an image that is part of your design. This does not have to be done with every design that you create, but
you may want to consider it for any image that may be a big part of your template.
When cropping these images it is a good idea to not only keep the golden ratio in mind, but also the golden spiral. I have
included an example below of a cropped image to fit the golden ratio and incorporating the golden spiral.
You crop an image in a way that the focal point
of the picture is at the center of the golden sprial.
This allows you to add interest to your design or
advertisment.
If you had a 4 inch image and divide it by 1.618
it comes out close to 2.48 inches, which you can
round up to 2.5 inches. You can also add a larger
image to your design and multiply your 4 inch
photo and end up with approximatly 6.48. This can
help you create a design that is more intriguing to
the eye.

Logos
You can also use the golden ratio to add aesthetic appeal to a company logo. Even if the logo is not shaped like a golden
rectangle, it can still have elements that use golden proportions. Below I have included two examples of well known companies
that have used these proportions to enhance their logos.

General Layout
When designing your layout you want to remember to keep the focus of your design centered on the spiral, keeping the golden
rectangles in mind as you divide the elements in your layout. However, the rectangle can be moved around to help you design
something that works for you. If the golden rectangle or spiral was unable to move we would have a lot of designs that look
similar. Think of the rectangle as a ruler, it doesn’t change in size but you are able to move it around to help facilitate all of your
elements. Remember not every design has to follow this sequence or ratio but it is a good tool to keep in mind when designing
your next layout or advertisement.
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